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Abstract

1.

We propose and evaluate a framework for creating and running approximation-enabled MapReduce programs. Specifically, we propose approximation mechanisms that fit naturally into the MapReduce paradigm, including input data
sampling, task dropping, and accepting and running a precise and a user-defined approximate version of the MapReduce code. We then show how to leverage statistical theories
to compute error bounds for popular classes of MapReduce
programs when approximating with input data sampling
and/or task dropping. We implement the proposed mechanisms and error bound estimations in a prototype system
called ApproxHadoop. Our evaluation uses MapReduce applications from different domains, including data analytics,
scientific computing, video encoding, and machine learning.
Our results show that ApproxHadoop can significantly reduce application execution time and/or energy consumption
when the user is willing to tolerate small errors. For example, ApproxHadoop can reduce runtimes by up to 32× when
the user can tolerate an error of 1% with 95% confidence.
We conclude that our framework and system can make approximation easily accessible to many application domains
using the MapReduce model.

Motivation. Despite the enormous computing capacity
that has become available, large-scale applications such
as data analytics and scientific computing continue to exceed available resources. Furthermore, they consume significant amounts of time and energy. Thus, approximate
computing has and continues to garner significant attention
for reducing the resource requirements, computation time,
and/or energy consumption of large-scale computing (e.g.,
[5, 6, 10, 17, 38]). Many classes of applications are amenable
to approximation, including data analytics, machine learning, Monte Carlo computations, and image/audio/video processing [4, 14, 25, 30, 41]. As a concrete example, Web site
operators often want to know the popularity of individual
Web pages, which can be computed from the access logs
of their Web servers. However, relative popularity is often
more important than the exact access counts. Thus, estimated access counts are sufficient if the approximation can
significantly reduce processing time.
In this paper, we propose and evaluate a framework for
creating and running approximation-enabled MapReduce
programs. Since its introduction [13], MapReduce has become a popular paradigm for many large-scale applications,
including data analytics (e.g., [2, 3]) and compute-intensive
applications (e.g., [15, 16]), on server clusters. Thus, embedding a general approximation approach in MapReduce
frameworks can make approximation easily accessible to
many applications.
MapReduce and approximation mechanisms. A MapReduce job consists of user-provided code executed as a set
of map tasks, which run in parallel to process input data
and produce intermediate results, and a set of reduce tasks,
which process the intermediate results to produce the final
results. We propose three mechanisms to introduce a general approximation approach to MapReduce: (1) input data
sampling: only a subset of the input data is processed, (2)
task dropping: only a subset of the tasks are executed, and
(3) user-defined approximation: the user provides a precise
and an approximate version of a task’s code. These mecha-
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Introduction

nisms can be easily applied to a wide range of MapReduce
applications (Section 5).
Computing error bounds for approximations. Critically,
in Section 3, we show how multi-stage sampling theory [27]
and extreme value theory [11] can be used to compute error
bounds (i.e., confidence intervals) for approximate MapReduce computations. Specifically, we apply the former theory
to develop a unified approach for computing error bounds
when using input data sampling and/or task dropping in applications that use a set of aggregation (e.g., sum) reduce operations. We apply the latter theory to compute error bounds
when using task dropping in applications that use extreme
value (e.g., min/max) reduce operations. Such error bounds
allow users to intelligently trade accuracy to improve other
metrics (e.g., performance and/or energy consumption).
ApproxHadoop. We have implemented our proposed mechanisms and error bound estimations in a prototype system
called ApproxHadoop, which we describe in Section 4. (In
this paper, we limit our discussions to the first two mechanisms, input data sampling and task dropping, because of
space constraints. The description and evaluation of userdefined approximation can be found in our longer technical
report [19].) For MapReduce programs that use ApproxHadoop’s error estimation, the user can specify the desired
error bounds at a particular confidence level when submitting a job. As the job is executed, ApproxHadoop gathers
statistics and determines a mix of task dropping and/or input
data sampling to achieve the desired error bounds. Alternatively, the user can explicitly specify the fraction of tasks
that can be dropped (e.g., 25% of map tasks) and/or the
data sampling ratio (e.g., 10% of data items). In this case,
ApproxHadoop computes the error bounds for the specified levels of approximation. This second approach can also
be used for running arbitrary ApproxHadoop programs that
can tolerate approximations, but for which ApproxHadoop’s
error-bounding techniques do not apply; of course, ApproxHadoop cannot compute error bounds for such jobs.
Evaluation. We use ApproxHadoop to implement and study
approximation-enabled applications in several domains, including data analytics, scientific computing, video encoding,
and machine learning. In Section 5, we present representative experimental results for some of these applications.
These results show that ApproxHadoop allows users to trade
small amounts of accuracy for significant reductions in execution time and energy consumption. For example, the execution time of an application that counts the popularity of
projects (subsets of articles) in Wikipedia from Web server
logs for one week (217GB) decreases by 60% when the user
can tolerate a maximum error of 1% with 95% confidence.
This runtime decrease can be even greater for larger input
data (and the same maximum error and confidence); e.g.,
32× faster when processing a year of log entries (12.5TB).
Our results also show that, for a wide range of error targets, ApproxHadoop successfully chooses combinations of

data sampling and task dropping ratios that achieve close to
the best possible savings while always achieving the target
error bounds. For the same project popularity application,
ApproxHadoop reduces the execution time by 79% when
given a target maximum error of 5% with 95% confidence.
Contributions. In summary, we make the following contributions: (1) we propose a general set of mechanisms for
approximation in MapReduce, (2) we show how statistical
theories can be used to compute error bounds in MapReduce
for rigorous tradeoffs between approximation accuracy and
other metrics, (3) we implement our approach in the ApproxHadoop prototype, and (4) via extensive experimentation
with real systems, we show that ApproxHadoop is widely
applicable to many MapReduce applications, and that it can
significantly reduce execution time and/or energy consumption when users can tolerate small amounts of inaccuracy.

2.

Background

MapReduce. MapReduce is a computing model designed
for processing large data sets on server clusters [13]. Each
MapReduce computation processes a set of input key/value
pairs and produces a set of output key/value pairs. Each
MapReduce program defines two functions: map() and
reduce(). The map() function takes one input key/value
pair and processes it to produce a set of intermediate key/value pairs. The reduce() function performs a reduction
computation on all the values associated with a given intermediate key to produce a set of final key/value pairs.
A MapReduce computation is executed in two phases
by a MapReduce framework, a Map phase and a Reduce
phase. To execute the Map phase, the framework divides
the input data into a set of blocks, and runs a map task for
each block that invokes map() for each key/value pair in
the block. To execute the Reduce phase, the framework first
collects all the values produced for each intermediate key.
Then, it partitions the intermediate keys and their associated
values among a set of reduce tasks. Each reduce task invokes
reduce() for each of its assigned intermediate key and
associated values, and writes the output into an output file.
In practice, it has been observed that MapReduce executions often take the form of waves of map and reduce
tasks, where most map/reduce tasks require similar amounts
of processing time as each other [48]. We leverage this observation later in our implementation of ApproxHadoop.
Hadoop. Hadoop is the best-known, publicly available implementation of MapReduce [1]. Hadoop comprises two
main parts: the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) and
the Hadoop MapReduce framework. Input and output data
to/from MapReduce programs are stored in HDFS. HDFS
splits files across the local disks of the servers in the cluster.
A cluster-wide NameNode process maintains information
about where to find each data block. A DataNode process at
each server services accesses to data blocks.

The framework is responsible for executing MapReduce
jobs. Users submit jobs to the framework using a client interface; the user provides configuration parameters via this
interface to guide the splitting of the input data and set the
number of map and reduce tasks. Jobs must identify all input data at submission time. The interface submits each job
to the JobTracker, a cluster-wide process that manages job
execution. Each server runs a configurable number of map
and reduce tasks concurrently in compute slots. The JobTracker communicates with the NameNode to determine the
location of each job’s data. It then selects servers to execute
the jobs, preferably ones that store the needed data locally
if they have slots available. Each server runs a TaskTracker
process, which initiates and monitors the tasks assigned to it.
The JobTracker starts a duplicate of any straggler task, i.e. a
task that is taking substantially longer than its sibling tasks.

3.

Approximation with error bounds

We propose three mechanisms for approximation in MapReduce: (1) input data sampling, (2) task dropping, and (3)
user-defined approximation [19]. In this section, we use
theories from statistics to rigorously estimate error bounds
when approximating using input data sampling and/or task
dropping.
3.1 Aggregation
Multi-stage sampling theory. We leverage multi-stage sampling [27] to compute error bounds for approximate MapReduce applications that compute aggregations (e.g., counting
accesses to Web pages from a log file). The set of supported
aggregation functions includes sum, count, average, and ratio. For simplicity, we next discuss two-stage sampling. Depending on the computation, it may be necessary to use additional sampling stages as discussed at the end of the section.
Two-stage sampling works as follows. Suppose we have
a population of T units, and the population is partitioned
into N
clusters. Each cluster i contains Mi units so that
PN
T = i=1 Mi . Suppose further that each unit j in cluster i
has an associated value vij , and we want to compute the sum
PN PMi
of these values across the population, i.e. i=1 j=1
vij .
(We describe the approximation of sum in the remainder of
the subsection; approximations for the other operations are
similar [27].)
To compute an approximate sum, we can create a sample
by randomly choosing n clusters, and then randomly choosing mi units from each chosen cluster i. Two-stage sampling
then allows us to estimate the sum from this sample as:
τ̂ =

mi
n
N X Mi X
(
vij ) ± 
n i=1 mi j=1

where the error bound  is defined as:
q
 = tn−1,1−α/2 Vd
ar(τ̂ )

(1)

(2)

n
s2
NX
s2
Vd
ar(τ̂ ) = N (N − n) u +
Mi (Mi − mi ) i (3)
n
n i=1
mi

where (s2u ) is the inter-cluster variance (computed using the
sum and average of the values associated with units from
each cluster in the sample), (s2i ) is the intra-cluster variance
for cluster i, and tn−1,1−α/2 is the value of the Student tdistribution with n − 1 degrees of freedom at the desired
confidence 1 − α. Thus, to compute the error bound with
95% confidence, we use the value tn−1,0.975 [27].
Applying two-stage sampling to MapReduce. To apply
two-stage sampling to MapReduce, we associate population,
clusters, and the value associated with each unit in the population to the respective components in MapReduce. As an
example, consider a program that counts the occurrence of a
word W in a set of Web pages, where the Map phase counts
the occurrence of W in each page, and the Reduce phase
sums the counts. Suppose that the program is then run on an
input data set with T pages (input data items), and the framework partitions the input into N data blocks. In this case, the
population corresponds to the T pages, with each page being
a unit. Each data block i is a cluster, where Mi is the number
of units (pages) in the block. The Map phase would produce
<W, vij > for each unit (page) j in cluster (data block) i,
where vij is the value associated with that unit.
With the above associations, an approximate computation
can be performed by executing only a subset of randomly
chosen map tasks, using task dropping to avoid the execution of the remaining map tasks. Further, each map task
only processes a subset of randomly chosen pages (input
data items) from its data block using input data sampling.
Together, these actions are equivalent to choosing a sample
using two-stage sampling. Thus, in the Reduce phase, Equations 1 and 2 can be used to compute the approximate sum
and error bounds.
For jobs that produce multiple intermediate keys, we view
the summation of the values associated with each key as a
distinct computation. As an example, consider a program
that counts the occurrence of every word that appears in a
set of Web pages. The Map phase now produces a set of
counts for each word appearing in the input pages. Assuming
there are z words, Equations 1 and 2 are used in the Reduce
phase to produce z approximate sums, each with its own
error bound.
Figure 1 illustrates an approximate computation that produces several final keys and their associated sums. In this
computation, the sample comprises the 2nd and 4th input
data items from block 1, all data items from block 2, the 1st ,
3rd , and 5th data items from block 4, and the 2nd data item
from block 6. The Map phase produces three intermediate
keys k1 , k2 , k3 . Thus, Equations 1 and 2 are used three times
to compute τ̂1 ± 1 , τ̂2 ± 2 , and τ̂3 ± 3 .
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In some computations, the Map phase may not produce a
value for every intermediate key from each processed input
data item (e.g., in the example in Figure 1, a value was
produced for k1 from the 2nd data item in block 1 but not for
the 4th data item.). This means that some units (input data
items) do not have associated values for that intermediate
key. When this happens, there are two cases: (1) the missing
values are 0, or (2) there are no defined values (i.e., part of
the Map computation is to filter out these input data items).
Our approximation approach works correctly for the first
case but not the second. Going back to the second word
counting example above, if a page p does not contain a word
w (but other pages do), then the Map phase will not produce
a count for w from data item p. However, we can correctly
view the Map phase as also (implicitly) producing <w, 0>
for p. Thus, our approximation with error bounds works for
this application.
We cannot handle the second case because the number of
data items in a block is no longer the correct unit count for
some intermediate keys; the data items that do not have associated values for an intermediate key have to be dropped
from the population for the key. It is then impossible to compute accurate unit counts for the block for all intermediate
keys without processing all data items in the block. Thus,
our use of two-stage sampling depends on the assumption
that a value of 0 can be correctly associated with an input
data item, if the Map phase did not produce a value for the
item for some intermediate key. This is the only assumption
that we make in our application of multi-stage sampling.
Finally, we can either adjust the task dropping and input
data sampling ratios to achieve a target error bound (e.g., a
maximum error of ±1% across all output keys), or compute
the error bound for specific dropping/sampling ratios.
Three-stage sampling. In some MapReduce computations,
it may be desirable to associate the population units with
the intermediate <key, value> pairs produced by the Map
phase for each intermediate key, rather than the input data
items. For example, we might want to compute the average
number of occurrences of a word W in a paragraph, and
each input data item is a Web page. In this case, the Map
phase would produce <W, count> for each paragraph, so
that the average should be computed over the number of
pairs produced rather than the number of input pages. We
use three-stage sampling to handle such computations. The
programmer must understand her application and explicitly
add the third sampling level.
Limitation: Missed intermediate keys. With our approach
to sampling, it is possible to completely miss the generation
of an intermediate key. In the second word counting example
above, suppose that a word w only appears in one input
Web page. If the sampling skips this page, the computation
will not output an estimated count for w. If the set of all
words are known a priori, we can correctly estimate the
count for all words not in the output as 0 plus a bound,

^2±ε2>
<k2,τ

Block 5
Block 6

Figure 1. Example usage of two-stage sampling in a
MapReduce job. Only 4 map tasks (1, 2, 4, and 6) are executed, processing 10 input data items. vx,y is the value produced for an intermediate key by Mapx from data item y in
block x.
with a certain level of confidence. Otherwise, it is impossible
to know whether words with non-zero counts were lost in
the approximate computation. Thus, our online sampling
approach is not appropriate if it is important to discover
all intermediate keys, including the rarely occurring ones.
Nevertheless, we could estimate the overall number of keys
(with a certain confidence interval) by extrapolating from
a sample, as described in [20]. Further, creating a stratified
sample via pre-processing of the input data can help address
this limitation.
3.2 Extreme values
Extreme value theory. We leverage extreme value theory [11, 26] to estimate results and compute error bounds for
approximate MapReduce applications that compute extreme
values (e.g., optimizing for minimum cost). The supported
operations include minimum and maximum.
In extreme value theory, the Fisher-Tippett-Gnedenko
theorem states that the cumulative distribution function
(CDF) of the minimum/maximum of n independent, identically distributed (IID) random variables will converge to the
Generalized Extreme Value (GEV) distribution as n → ∞,
if it converges. The GEV distribution is parameterized by
three parameters µ, σ, and ξ, which define location, scale,
and shape, respectively. This theorem can be used to estimate the min/max in a practical setting, where a finite set of
observations is available. Specifically, given a sample of n
values, it is possible to estimate a fitting GEV distribution
using the Block Minima/Maxima and Maximum Likelihood
Estimation (MLE) methods [11, 26].
The fitting process for estimating a minimum when given
a sample of n values v1 , v2 , ..., vn is as follows. (Estimat-

4.

ApproxHadoop

We have implemented the three approximation mechanisms [19], along with the error estimation techniques described in Section 3, in a prototype system called ApproxHadoop that extends the Hadoop MapReduce framework.
This section describes ApproxHadoop’s interfaces for application development and job submission, and the changes
required to implement the approximation mechanisms and
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l
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ing a maximum is similar.) First, divide the sample into m
equal size blocks, and compute the minimum value vi,min
for each block i; this Block Minima method transforms the
original sample to a sample of minima. Next, compute a fitting GEV distribution G for v1,min , v2,min , ..., vm,min using MLE. This fitting will give values for µ, σ, and ξ for G,
as well as the confidence intervals around them (e.g., 95%
confidence intervals). These confidence intervals are used to
compute Gl and Gh , the fitted GEV distributions that bound
the errors around G.
G is then used to estimate the minimum by computing
the value min where G(min) = p for some low percentile
p (e.g., 1st percentile). The confidence interval around min
is defined by [minl , minh ], where Gl (minl ) = p and
Gh (minh ) = p.
Applying extreme value theory to MapReduce. We apply the above to approximate MapReduce min/max computations as follows. First, assume that the Map phase produces
values (for a specific intermediate key) corresponding to a
sample of random variables. (This is our only assumption
about the Map computation.) To approximate, we can then
simply drop some of the map tasks, leading to a smaller
sample being produced. In the Reduce phase, we would
use the above GEV fitting approach to estimate the min/max and the confidence interval. Of course, smaller samples lead to larger confidence intervals (error bounds) for
the GEV fitting. Thus, similar to multi-stage sampling, the
amount of approximation (i.e., the percentage of dropped
map tasks) must be adjusted properly to achieve the desired
error bounds.
In some computations, each map task may compute multiple values and output only the min/max of these values.
Thus, the values already comprise a sample of min/max, allowing them to be used directly without applying the Block
Minima/Maxima method. In turn, this increases the sample
size for GEV fitting and so may allow many more map tasks
to be dropped when targeting a specific error bound.
Figure 2 shows an example approximate computation that
uses GEV. Each map task computes a part of an optimization procedure and outputs the minimum value that it finds.
(There is only one intermediate key.) The reduce uses the
GEV fitting and estimation approach to determine that the
desired error bound has been achieved after map tasks 1 and
2 complete. Thus, map task 3 is discarded.

minl min minh

Figure 2. Example usage of GEV theory in a MapReduce
job. Each map task computes the values shown (red points)
and reports the minimum. Only maps 1 and 2 are executed.
error estimation. As previously mentioned, we limit our discussion to input data sampling and task dropping.
4.1

Developing ApproxHadoop programs

Hadoop offers a set of pre-defined reduce functions (via
Java classes) that can be used by programmers (e.g., a reduce function that sums the values for a given intermediate
key). ApproxHadoop similarly offers a set of pre-defined
approximation-aware map templates and reduce functions—
e.g., classes MultiStageSamplingMapper and MultiStageSamplingReducer for aggregation and ApproxMinReducer for extreme values; see [19] for a complete list.
These classes implement the desired approximation (by
leveraging the ApproxHadoop mechanisms), collect the
needed information for error estimation (e.g., the total number of data items in a sampled input data block), perform
the reduce operation, estimate the final values and the corresponding confidence intervals, and output the approximated
results. To perform approximations with dropping/sampling,
the user inherits ApproxHadoop’s pre-defined classes instead of the regular Hadoop classes. The rest of the program
remains the same as in regular Hadoop, including the code
for map() and reduce().
Using ApproxHadoop, the word count example from [13]
would be adapted as in Figure 3. Only lines #2, #8, and #17
are different than the corresponding Hadoop code.
4.2

Job submission

When the user wants to run an approximate program that
uses input data sampling and/or map dropping, she can direct
the approximation by specifying either:
1. The percentage of map tasks that can be dropped (dropping ratio) and/or the percentage of input data that needs
to be sampled (input data sampling ratio); or,
2. The desired target error bound (either as a percentage or
an absolute value) at a confidence level.
Users who understand their applications well (e.g., from repeated execution) can use the first approach. In this case,
ApproxHadoop will randomly drop the specified percentage
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7
8
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c l a s s ApproxWordCount :
c l a s s Mapper e x t e n d s
MultiStageSamplingMapper :
// k e y : document name
// v a l : document c o n t e n t s
v o i d map ( S t r i n g key , S t r i n g v a l ) :
f o r e a c h word w i n v a l :
c o n t e x t . w r i t e (w , 1 ) ;
c l a s s Reducer extends
MultiStageSamplingReducer :
// k e y : a word
// v a l s : a l i s t o f c o u n t s
v o i d r e d u c e ( S t r i n g key , I t e r a t o r v a l s ) :
i n t r e s u l t =0;
f o r each v i n v a l s :
r e s u l t+=v ;
c o n t e x t . w r i t e ( key , r e s u l t ) ;
v o i d main ( ) :
setInputFormat ( ApproxTextInputFormat ) ;
run ( ) ;
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Figure 3. An example approximate word count MapReduce
program using ApproxHadoop.

4.3 The ApproxHadoop framework
Input data sampling. We implement input data sampling
in new classes for input parsing. These classes parse an
input data block and return a random sample of the input
data items according to a given sampling ratio. For example,
we implement ApproxTextInputFormat, which is similar
to Hadoop’s TextInputFormat. Like TextInputFormat,
ApproxTextInputFormat parses text files, producing an
input data item per line in the file. Instead of returning all
lines in the file, however, ApproxTextInputFormat returns
a sample that is a random subset of appropriate size.
Task dropping. We modified the JobTracker to: (1) execute
map tasks in a random order to properly observe the requirements of multi-stage sampling, and (2) be able to kill running maps and discard pending ones when they are to be
dropped; dropped maps are marked with a new state so that
job completion can be detected despite these maps not finishing. We also modified the Reducer classes to detect dropped
map tasks and continue without waiting for their results.
Error estimation. As already mentioned, our pre-defined
approximate Mapper and Reducer classes implement error
estimation. Specifically, the Mapper collects the necessary
information, such as the number of data items in the input

:%.

mm±%3m953mconfidence

M%: sit ipsum ut

of map tasks and/or sample each data block with the specified sampling ratio. For supported reduce operations, ApproxHadoop will also compute and output error bounds.
In the second case, for the supported reduce operations,
ApproxHadoop will determine the appropriate sampling and
dropping ratios. For other computations, the user would
need to provide code for estimating errors. When the Map
phase produces multiple intermediate keys, ApproxHadoop
assumes that the specified error bound is the maximum error
desired for any intermediate key.

JobTracker

map:.
reduce:.
Targetmerrormbound
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:8.
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Figure 4. Example execution of the ApproxWordCount
program with multi-stage sampling in ApproxHadoop.
data block, and forwards it to the Reducer. The Reducer
computes the error bounds using the techniques described in
Section 3. We have also modified the JobTracker to collect
error estimates from all reduce tasks, so that it can track error
bounds across the entire job. This is necessary for choosing
appropriate ratios of map dropping and input data sampling.
Incremental reduce tasks. To estimate errors and guide
the selection of sampling/dropping ratios at runtime, reduce
tasks must be able to process the intermediate outputs before all the map tasks have finished. We accomplish this by
adding a barrier-less extension to Hadoop [44] that allows
reduce tasks to process data as it becomes available.
Example execution. Figure 4 depicts a possible approximate execution of the ApproxWordCount program. The user
first submits the job (arrow 1), specifying a target error
bound and confidence level. The JobTracker then starts N
map tasks (only two are shown) and 1 reduce task (2). Each
map task executes by sampling its input data block (3 & 4).
Map task N finishes first and reports its statistics to the reduce task (5). The reduce task estimates the error bounds (6),
decides that the target has been achieved, and so asks the
JobTracker to terminate the remaining map tasks (7). The
JobTracker then kills map task 1, which may still be executing (8). The reduce task is informed that map task 1 will
not complete (9), allowing it to complete its execution and
output the results (10).
4.4

Estimating and bounding errors for aggregation

To compute the error bounds when multi-stage sampling is
used, we need to know which cluster (i.e., input data block)
each key/value pair came from. Thus, each map task tags

each key/value pair that it produces with its unique task ID.
Each map task processing an input data block i also tracks
the number of units (i.e., data items) Mi in the block, as
well as the number of sampled units mi . This information
is passed to all of the reduce tasks. We implement this functionality in our pre-defined Mapper and Reducer classes.
User-specified dropping/sampling ratios. The computation is straightforward when the user specifies the ratios.
The framework randomly chooses the appropriate number of
map tasks and executes them. Each task is directed to sample
the input data block at the user-specified sampling ratio. The
reduce tasks then compute the error bounds as discussed in
Section 3.1.
User-specified target error bound. Selecting dropping/sampling ratios is more challenging when the user specifies a
target error bound, because the ratios required to achieve
the bound depend on the variance of the intermediate values. Also, different combinations of n (number of clusters)
and mi /Mi (sampling ratio within each cluster) will achieve
similar error bounds.
Our approach for choosing n and mi is as follows. Suppose that a subset n1 of map tasks are executed first and the
target error is X%. The framework collects information from
these tasks to guide the sampling of the remaining map tasks.
Specifically, we want to find the minimum amount of time
required to complete the job while meeting the constraint:
q
ar(τ̂ ) ≤ X% × τ̂
(4)
tn−1,1−α/2 Vd
Thus, we set up an optimization problem and solve it. The
optimization problem is to minimize the remaining execution time RET = n2 tmap (M̄ , m̄), where n2 is the number of remaining map tasks, and tmap (M̄ , m̄) is the time required to execute a map task with M̄ input data items, processing only m̄ items. Note that this assumes that the input
data is equally divided among the map tasks, and that processing time for each data item does not vary greatly. We
model the running time of a map task as:
tmap (M, m) = t0 + M tr + mtp

(5)

where t0 is the base time to start a map and tr and tp are the
average times required to read and process one data item,
respectively. We do not model or optimize the running time
of reduce tasks, because the Map phase is typically the most
time-consuming, and optimizing for the map tasks usually
decreases the reduces’ runtime.
We also rewrite Equation 3 as:
s2
N
Vd
ar(τ̂ ) = N (N − n) u + CV ar
n
n

(6)

where
n

CV ar = n2 M̄ (M̄ − m̄)

1
s̄2 X
s2
+
Mi (Mi − mi ) i (7)
m̄ i=1
mi

Finally, we estimate to , tr , tp , M̄ , and s̄ using statistics
gathered from the execution of the n1 completed map tasks.
We then solve for n2 and m̄ using binary search, under the
constraint given by Equation 4, n = n1 + n2 , and n2 ≤
N − n1 . The time required to solve the problem is negligible
(compared to the time to compute the approximate result
and its error bounds), even for large numbers and sizes of
clusters.
By default, for a job using multi-stage sampling with a
user-specified target error bound, ApproxHadoop executes
the first wave of map tasks without sampling. It then uses
statistics from this first wave to solve the optimization problem and set the dropping/sampling ratios for the next wave.
After the second wave, it selects ratios based on the previous
two waves, and so on.
The above approach implies that a job with just one wave
of map tasks cannot be approximated. However, the user
can set parameters to direct ApproxHadoop to run a small
number of maps at a specific sampling ratio in a first pilot
wave. Statistics from this pilot wave are then used to select
dropping/sampling ratios for the next (full) wave of maps.
This reduces the amount of precise execution and allows
ApproxHadoop to select dropping/sampling ratios even for
jobs whose maps would normally complete in just one wave.
Running such a pilot wave may lengthen job execution time
(e.g., by running two waves of maps instead of one), but can
increase system throughput and decrease energy consumption because fewer maps are executed without sampling.
4.5

Estimating and bounding errors for extreme values

To compute the error bounds when GEV is used, the Reducer
needs to know whether the values it receives for each key
are already in Block Minima/Maxima format. If not, the
Reducer transforms the data to this format.
User-specified dropping ratio. The framework only runs a
randomly chosen subset of maps as specified by the user.
The reduce then estimates the min/max and corresponding
error bounds, as discussed in Section 3.2.
User-specified target error bound. The reduce estimates
the min/max and the error bounds as each map completes.
The overhead of this estimation is negligible. When the target error bound has been achieved, the reduce asks the JobTracker to kill and/or drop all remaining maps. The reduce
will then observe that all maps have completed (or been
dropped) and will complete the overall computation.

5.

Evaluation

We evaluate ApproxHadoop using applications with varying characteristics (see Table 1) and using various approximations for each application. We first explore the approximation mechanisms and errors for some of the applications
when users specify the dropping/sampling ratios. Next, we
evaluate ApproxHadoop’s ability to dynamically adjust its
approximations to achieve user-specified target error bounds
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Table 1. List of evaluated applications. Approximations:
sample input data (S), drop computation (D), and userdefined approximation (U). Error estimation: multi-stage
sampling (MS), generalized extreme values (GEV), and
user-defined (U).

Figure 5. Results of data analysis for (a) WikiLength and
(b) WikiPageRank; and log analysis for (c) Project Popularity and (d) Page Popularity. The error bars show the intervals
of one approximated run at 1% input data sampling ratio.

while minimizing execution time. Finally, we explore ApproxHadoop’s sensitivity to the distribution of key values,
job sizes (and the impact on energy consumption), and input
data sizes.

5.2 Results for user-specified dropping/sampling ratios
Data Analysis. We study two publicly available large-scale
data analysis applications, WikiLength and WikiPageRank,
that analyze all English Wikipedia articles. These applications are representative of large-scale processing on collections of Web pages (e.g., for Web search). WikiLength produces a histogram of lengths of the articles [45], with the
Map phase producing a key-value pair <s, 1> for each article whose size is in bin s and the Reduce phase summing the
count for each key s. WikiPageRank counts the number of
articles that point to each article [24], emulating one of the
main processing components of PageRank [32]. The Map
phase of this application produces a pair <a, 1> for each
link that it finds to article a and the Reduce phase sums the
count for each key a.
We use the Mapper and Reducer classes that implement
multi-stage sampling to create approximation-enabled versions of WikiLength and WikiPageRank. We then use the
applications to analyze the May 2014 snapshot of Wikipedia
[45, 46]. This snapshot contains more than 14 million articles and is compressed into 9.8GB using bzip2 to allow random access by the map tasks. (Uncompressed, the snapshot
requires 40GB of storage.) The 9.8GB partitions into 161
blocks and thus our jobs have 161 maps, running in a little
more than two waves in the Xeon cluster.
Figures 5(a) and 5(b) plot parts of the results for a precise
execution and an approximate execution with an input data
sampling ratio of 1% (each map task processes 1 out of every 100 input data items) for each application. The error bars
show the 95% confidence intervals of the approximated values. Taking one size for WikiLength as an example, consider
the values for 1000B articles; the precise value is 230,793,

5.1

Methodology

Hardware. We run our experiments on a cluster of 10
servers (larger experiments on a 60 server cluster). Each
server is a 4-core (with 2 hardware threads each) Xeon machine with 8GB of memory and one 164GB 7200rpm SATA
disk. The cluster is interconnected with 1Gb Ethernet. Each
server consumes 60 Watts when idle and 150 Watts at peak.
Reported energy consumption numbers are based on a power
model we built from measuring one server. We use a separate client machine to submit jobs, measuring job execution
times on this client.
Software. ApproxHadoop extends Hadoop 1.1.2. Each server
hosts a TaskTracker and DataNode, while one server also
hosts the JobTracker and NameNode. We configure each
server to have 8 map slots and 1 reduce slot. Experiments
with multiple reduce tasks always run with the number of
reduce tasks equal to the cluster size.
Metrics and measurements. Evaluation metrics include job
execution time, energy consumption, and accuracy. For accuracy, we report the actual errors between approximate and
precise executions, as well as the estimated 95% confidence
intervals for the approximate executions. When a job outputs multiple key-value pairs, we report the actual error and
confidence interval for the key with the maximum predicted
absolute error. We repeat each experiment 20 times and often
report the average, minimum, and maximum for each metric.
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Figure 6. Performance and accuracy of WikiLength for different dropping/sampling ratios.

while the approximated value is 221,802±9,165. The actual
error is 8,991 (i.e., 3.89% = (230,793 - 221,802)/230,793).
Figure 6 shows the impact of approximations on the runtime (Y-axis on right) and estimation errors (Y-axis on left)
for WikiLength. Each data point along a curve in the graphs
plots the average value (over 20 executions) for the corresponding metric, and a range bar limited by the minimum
and maximum values (over the 20 executions) of the metric.
The gray horizontal band across each graph depicts the range
of runtimes from multiple runs of the precise program.
Figure 6(a) shows the impact of different input data sampling ratios when no map tasks were dropped. Observe that
runtime can be reduced by 21% (173.6 → 137.5 secs) by
processing 1% of the articles, resulting in a 95% confidence
interval of 0.81% and an actual error of 0.34%. Figures 6(b)(c) show the impact of combining task dropping with input
data sampling. Observe that dropping tasks reduces execution times more than input data sampling, but with wider
confidence intervals. For example, by dropping 50% of the
maps, we can reduce the runtime to below 105 secs. However, even without input data sampling (i.e., 100% sampling
ratio), the confidence interval at this dropping ratio is 7.38%
while the actual error is 2.83%.
Task dropping has a stronger impact on execution times
because it eliminates all processing (data block I/O accesses
and computation on data items) for each dropped block,
whereas input data sampling still requires all data items
in a block to be read even though some of them will not
be processed as part of the chosen sample. On the other
hand, task dropping leads to wider confidence intervals for
two reasons: (1) data within blocks usually has “locality”
(e.g., the data was produced close in time), and (2) sampling
within blocks (input data sampling) adds more randomization than sampling blocks (task dropping), because in our
setup, block sizes are substantially larger than the number of
blocks (M  N ).
Though not shown in the figures, the approximate version
of WikiLength does miss sizes for which counts are small
(rare occurrences). For example, in the case of 1% input data
sampling, counts were reported for 1028 sizes compared to

5018 in the precise computation. For these missing sizes, the
error bound was ±197, which is substantially smaller than
the maximum error bound, ±33,480, for the sizes that we did
find. This is consistent with our discussion of the limitations
of multi-stage sampling in Section 3.1.
To quantify the overhead of our implementation, we compare the runtime of the precise version against the approximation with no sampling and no dropping. In this case, the
average runtime increases from 173.6 to 175.0 secs, which
is less than 1%.
While not shown here, results for WikiPageRank show
the exact same trends (although the overhead is somewhat
larger at close to 8%) [19]. Thus, in summary, we observe
that input data sampling and map dropping can lead to significantly different impacts on job runtime and error bounds.
Properly combining the two via multi-stage sampling can
lead to the lowest runtime for specific error bound targets
(and vice versa).
Log Processing. Log processing is a second important type
of data analysis commonly done using MapReduce [8].
Thus, we use ApproxHadoop to process the access log for
Wikipedia [46]. This log contains log entries for the first
week of 2013 and is compressed into 46.0GB (216.9GB
uncompressed).
In this case, each unit is an access log entry containing information like access date, access page, and request size. We
compute the Project Popularity (the English project, rooted
at http://en.wikipedia.org, is the most popular project
across more than 2,064 projects with more than 1.9 billion
accesses) and Page Popularity (http://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/Main_Page is the most accessed page).
Figures 5(c) and 5(d) plot the results for a precise execution and an approximate execution with an input data sampling ratio of 1% for the two programs. Though the confidence intervals for unpopular projects may seem large in
Figure 5(c), this effect is caused by reporting small numbers in log scale. These intervals are actually narrower than
those for more popular projects. Figure 7 plots the runtime
and errors for Project Popularity, as a function of the dropping/sampling ratios. The figure shows very similar trends to
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5.3

Results for user-specified target error bounds

We now demonstrate ApproxHadoop’s ability to achieve a
given target error bound by dynamically adjusting the drop-
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those for WikiLength. The overhead when executing the approximate version without sampling/dropping is 12%. (Note
that, when dropping maps, some of the actual errors are
larger than the confidence intervals; only 95% of the estimations are expected to fall in the 95% confidence intervals).
Datacenter (DC) Placement. We now explore the impact of
approximation on an optimization application. Specifically,
the application uses simulated annealing to find the lowest
costing placement of a set of datacenters in a geographic area
(e.g., the US), constrained by a maximum latency to clients
(e.g., 50ms) [18]. The area is divided into a two dimensional
grid, with each cell in the grid as a potential location for a
datacenter. In the MapReduce program, each map executes
an independent search through the solution space, outputting
the minimum cost placement that it finds. The single reduce
task outputs the overall minimum cost placement.
Note that this application itself is already an approximation: the optimization is not guaranteed to produce an optimal result, but will produce better results as the search becomes more comprehensive and/or a finer grid is used. We
enhance the capabilities for approximations in this application by allowing the dropping of map tasks. We use the Mapper and Reducer classes implementing extreme value to estimate an approximate minimum value and the confidence
interval along with the actual minimum cost solution found.
Figure 8 shows the impact of map dropping on the optimization with a 50ms maximum latency constraint and the
default grid size. We run the experiments with 80 map tasks,
with each server configured with only 4 map slots, which
is the most efficient setting for this CPU-bound application.
Note that the runtime decreases slowly with map dropping
(right-to-left) until about 50% of the maps are dropped. This
sharp drop in runtime results from the dropping of an entire wave of maps. Error bounds also grow relatively slowly
until we drop more than 50% of the maps. Targeting error
bounds of at most 10%, we drop 70% of the maps to reduce
the runtime by 51%.
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Figure 7. Performance and accuracy of Wikipedia log processing for Project Popularity.
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Figure 8. Performance and accuracy of DC Placement for
different dropping ratios. The optimization targets a network
of datacenters with a 50ms max latency.
ping/sampling ratios. We consider two applications, log processing and optimization, which use multi-stage sampling
and extreme value theory for approximation, respectively.
Log Processing. Figure 9(a) plots the runtime and errors
as a function of the target error bound for Project Popularity. For small target errors (<0.05%), ApproxHadoop
decides that no approximation is possible. Thus, in these
cases, there are no errors and the runtimes are the same as
for the precise version (the overheads are negligible). From
0.05% to 0.5%, ApproxHadoop is able to use different input data sampling ratios to reduce the runtimes by more than
37%. Above 0.5%, ApproxHadoop can start dropping maps
to further reduce the runtimes. For example, for a 1% target error, ApproxHadoop reduces the runtime from 908 to
360 secs (60%). Finally, for target errors above 2%, the required error bound is achieved after the 1st wave of map
tasks complete, allowing all remaining maps to be dropped.
Thus, ApproxHadoop cannot reduce runtime further, giving
a maximum runtime reduction of 79%. Importantly, ApproxHadoop achieved the target error bounds in all experiments,
as shown by the 95% confidence interval curve.
Page Popularity presents a more interesting case. The precise version cannot be executed without memory-swapping
in our cluster. In fact, our memory capacity is not even large
enough to run the first wave of maps precisely without swapping. However, it is possible to compute Page Popularity ef-
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Figure 9. Performance and accuracy for Project Popularity when targeting different maximum errors.

ficiently for this log by directing ApproxHadoop to use a
small pilot wave (see end of Section 4.4).
Figure 9(b) plots the behavior of Page Popularity, when
ApproxHadoop relies on a pilot sample ran with a 1% input
data sampling ratio. (The pilot takes an average of 93 ± 11
secs to complete for this application.) The results show that
we cannot target errors lower than 0.2%. Note that the execution time is somewhat variable at the 0.2% target error, as the
reduce tasks memory-swap in some experiments. For larger
target bounds, ApproxHadoop can approximate enough that
swapping does not occur. Overall, the use of the pilot sample
improves performance significantly. For example, assuming
a target bound of 1%, the pilot sample reduces the execution
time by 78% compared to the precise execution, and 80%
compared to ApproxHadoop without the pilot sample. (We
include the time to perform the pilot in these calculations.)
Finally, note again that all confidence intervals are smaller
than the target error bounds.
DC Placement. Figure 9(c) plots the runtime and errors, as a
function of the target error bounds, for an execution with 320
map tasks. Since this application uses only task dropping and
the errors introduced by dropping maps are relatively large,
ApproxHadoop cannot improve execution time until the target bound is larger than 2%. (Note that we are showing errors
for these cases, even though ApproxHadoop is not performing any approximation, because the application itself is an
approximation.) At 6%, ApproxHadoop reduces the runtime
by more than 80% by dropping 285 maps. For targets higher
than 6%, ApproxHadoop achieves the target error after processing the first wave of maps, and so it drops all remaining maps. Thus, ApproxHadoop can reduce runtime by up
to 87%, while consistently achieving the target bound.
5.4 Sensitivity analysis
Impact of the distribution of key values. An important factor when estimating errors is the distribution of the program
outputs (key values). We now evaluate the impact of this distribution by considering Log Processing on a log with different characteristics, our department’s Web server access log.
The log spans 80 weeks from November 2012 to June 2014
and contains more than 40 million requests. The compressed
size of the log is 330MB, while the original size is 11GB.

The data is divided into 80 files (one per week), each of
which fits in a single data block (i.e., <64MB). Each unit
in the files is an access (a line), which contains information
like timestamp, accessed page, and page size.
We study two applications that analyze: (1) Request Rate:
computes the average number of requests per time unit (e.g.,
each hour within a week), and (2) Attack Frequencies: computes the number of attacks (for a set of well-known attack
patterns) on the Web server per client.
Figure 10(a) plots a precise and an approximate execution
of Request Rate with an input data sampling ratio of 1%.
The figure shows the pattern of request rates that one would
expect for a Web site, as well as small errors and narrow
confidence intervals. For the same execution, Figure 10(b)
plots the request rates in descending order. This figure shows
that request rates are fairly stable (they vary by roughly
33%), i.e. quite a different distribution than what we see
in Figure 5. Despite this significantly different distribution,
Figure 11(a) shows that the impact of varying the input data
sampling ratio is very similar to Figures 6 and 7.
More interestingly, consider the precise and approximate
results for Attack Frequencies in Figure 10(c), again with
1% input data sampling ratio. Since this application computes rare values, we see larger errors and wider confidence
intervals. Figure 11(b) shows that ApproxHadoop can reduce execution time significantly at the cost of higher errors
and wider intervals. This application emphasizes the fact that
approximation is most effective for estimating values computed from a large number of input data items, rather than
those from only a few.
Impact of job size on energy consumption. One of the
goals of approximate computing is to conserve energy. By
reducing the execution time, as in the experiments so far,
and not increasing the power consumption, we save energy.
The energy savings is roughly proportional to the reduction
in execution time. However, in certain scenarios, ApproxHadoop can also save energy independently of reductions in
execution time.
To see this, consider the experiments processing our department’s Web server log. They show that input data sampling reduces the runtime (Figure 11), but dropping maps has
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no significant effect when jobs have a single wave of maps.
(Recall that when the user specifies the dropping/sampling
rates, they can be applied in the first wave of maps.) The
same may occur for applications that have a few more waves
as well. For applications where dropping maps does not reduce the runtime, we can transition the servers that have
no maps to execute (corresponding to the maps that were
dropped) to a low-power state (i.e., ACPI S3) when they become idle. Figure 12 shows the energy consumptions resulting from both dropping maps and input data sampling for
Request Rate and Attack Frequencies. As we would expect,
decreasing the amount of input data ApproxHadoop samples reduces energy consumption, as this reduces execution
time. However, dropping more maps also saves energy, even
though this does not reduce execution time.
Impact of data size. Finally, we evaluate the impact of the
dataset size on ApproxHadoop by running Log Processing
on a larger Wikipedia access log. The log has one file per
day of the year for a total of 365 files and 12.5TB, which
become 2.3TB when compressed. We experiment with different subsets of the log, as we list in Table 2. Our Log Processing experiments on Wikipedia so far have only used the
first week’s data.
Because our Xeon cluster does not have enough disk
space, for these experiments, we use another cluster with
60 nodes and a total disk capacity of 14TB. Each server in
this cluster is a 2-core (with 2 hardware threads each) Atom
machine with 4GB of memory, one 250GB 7200rpm SATA
disk (200GB for data), interconnected with 1Gb Ethernet.
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Figure 12. Energy in processing our Web server log using
(a) Request Rate and (d) Attack Frequencies for multiple
dropping/sampling ratios.
We configure each Atom server with 4 map slots and 1
reduce slot.
Figure 13 compares the runtime of the precise and approximate (targeting a 1% maximum error with 95% confidence) executions of Project and Page Popularity. As one
would expect for these applications, the figure shows that the
runtime of the precise program scales linearly with the input size. More importantly, approximating the results shortens runtimes significantly, especially for the larger input
sizes. For example, the approximate executions of Project
and Page Popularity for the year are more than 32× and 20×
faster, respectively, while always achieving error bounds
lower than 1%.

6.

Related work

Researchers have explored numerous approximation techniques at the language [6, 38] and hardware [39] levels,
for query processing [4, 10, 42], and for distributed sys-

Period
1 day
2 days
5 days
1 week
10 days
15 days
1 month
3 months
6 months
1 year

Accesses
499M
1.1G
2.8G
4.0G
5.9G
9.0G
19.4G
55.8G
109.2G
234.2G

Compress
5.7 GB
12.4 GB
32.1 GB
46.0 GB
67.5 GB
103.2 GB
221.8 GB
633.1 GB
1.2 TB
2.3 TB

Uncompress
27.0 GB
58.7 GB
151.7 GB
216.9 GB
317.9 GB
484.9 GB
1.0 TB
2.9 TB
5.7 TB
12.5 TB

#Maps
92
201
518
740
1086
1661
3567
10172
19947
38246

Runtime (seconds)

Table 2. Sizes of the Wikipedia access log [46] for different
periods starting on January 1st 2013.
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tems [12, 21, 33]. They have also explored techniques for
probabilistic reasoning about approximate programs [7, 9,
23, 28, 34, 40, 47]. We discuss the most closely related
works on approximation in this section.
Approximation mechanisms. Slauson and Wan [43] have
studied map task dropping in Hadoop. Riondato et al. [36]
have used input data sampling with error estimation in a specific MapReduce application. However, these works have
not considered the two mechanisms together, nor did they
consider a general framework for error estimation in the
presence of both mechanisms. Rinard [35] has also studied
task dropping, albeit in an entirely different approach that
requires previous executions with known output and significant pre-computation for estimating errors.
Our proposed sampling/dropping mechanisms are also
related to loop/code perforation techniques in SpeedPress for
sequential code [22, 29–31, 41]. Green [6] similarly provides
a framework to adapt the approximation level based on the
defined quality of service for sequential code. Bornholt et al.
[9] propose uncertain data types to abstract approximations
at the language level (e.g., C#) and estimate errors from
approximate data sources (e.g., GPS). Unlike these systems
for sequential code, ApproxHadoop proposes mechanisms
for distributed MapReduce programs.
Paraprox [37] creates approximate data-parallel kernels
using function memoization and runtime tuning. The execution is checked a posteriori using an easily checkable quality

metric. In contrast, ApproxHadoop provides statistical error
bounds around the computed approximate results within a
distributed MapReduce framework.
Approximations in query processing. In the domain of
database query processing, Garofalakis et al. [17] use waveletcoefficient synopses and Chaudhuri et al. [10] use stratified sampling to build samples to provide bounded errors.
SciBorq [42] also builds samples based on past query results. BlinkDB [4] uses stratified sampling to produce data
samples with the desired characteristics before the execution of the queries. In contrast, we focus on the MapReduce
paradigm, and use multi-stage sampling (stratified sampling
is a subset) to compute approximations online without precomputation. Online sampling is a powerful tool for MapReduce environments, where large data sets (e.g., logs) are often processed only a few times (or even just once).
MapReduce and Hadoop. MapReduce Online [12] modifies Hadoop to avoid the barrier between the Map and
Reduce phases, and outputs intermediate (called “approximate”) results during the execution of the reduce tasks.
However, unlike ApproxHadoop, it does not attempt to compute error bounds. GRASS [5] uses speculation to reduce the
impact of straggler tasks in jobs that need not complete all
their tasks. In contrast, ApproxHadoop drops remaining map
tasks when a target error bound has been achieved or a target
percentage of map tasks has been completed.

7.

Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a general set of mechanisms
for approximation in MapReduce, and demonstrated how
to use existing statistical theories to compute error bounds
(95% confidence intervals) for popular classes of approximate MapReduce programs. We also implemented and evaluated ApproxHadoop, an extension of the Hadoop dataprocessing framework that supports our rigorous approximations. Using extensive experimentation with real systems
and applications, we show that ApproxHadoop is widely applicable, and that it can significantly reduce execution time
and/or energy consumption when users can tolerate small
amounts of inaccuracy. Based on our experience and results, we conclude that our framework and system can make
efficient and controlled approximation easily accessible to
MapReduce programmers.
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